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We study the nonlinear optical response of a standard dye IR26 using the Z-scan technique, but
with the white light continuum. The continuum source of wavelength from 450 nm to 1650 nm has
been generated from the photonic crystal fiber on pumping with 772 nm of Ti:Sapphire oscillator.
The use of broadband incident pulse enables us to probe saturable absorption (SA) and reverse saturable absorption (RSA) over the large spectral range with a single Z-scan measurement. The system
shows SA in the resonant region while it turns to RSA in the non-resonant regions. The low saturation intensity of the dye can be explained based on the simultaneous excitation from ground states
to various higher energy levels with the help of composite energy level diagram. The cumulative
effects of excited state absorption and thermal induced nonlinear optical effects are responsible for
the observed RSA. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4978762]

I. INTRODUCTION

Organic materials are consistently withstanding their
role in photonics due to their low saturation intensity, large
absorption, and emission cross sections.1 The delocalization
of p-electrons over the molecular chains is the key feature
resulting in high nonlinear optical (NLO) effect in these systems.2 Heptamethine cyanine or near infrared (IR) dyes are
important chromophores for photonic applications spanned
into various interdisciplinary fields. Some of their applications are photodynamic therapy,3 dye-sensitized solar cell
applications,4 fluorescence imaging,5 near IR lasing,6 optical
limiting at telecommunication wavelengths,7 and passive
modelocking.8 The dye IR 26 is still used in commercial
lasers for generating ultrashort pulses.9 Kalanoor and Bisht
have reported the wavelength dependent NLO response of
IR 26 under ps excitation.10 Ali et al. have observed the
modelocking capability of zinc oxide sandwiched gold
nanoparticles thin films combined with low IR 26 dye
concentration.11
The NLO response of nanomaterials such as graphene is
independent of wavelength.12,13 On the other hand, several
other materials including wrapped graphene sheets,14 metal
nanoparticles, organic materials,15 and semiconductor quantum dots have been reported to show the wavelengthdependent response. The NLO response of a system mainly
depends upon the excitation wavelength, input irradiance,
pulse-width, and repetition rate of the laser.16–18 In the powerful, yet simple, Z-scan technique, the sample is moved in
and out of focus to vary the incident intensity without varying the source energy. By measuring the transmitted intensity, this method enabled the researchers to study nonlinear
absorption in the material and clearly identify the saturable
absorption (SA) or reverse saturable absorption (RSA)
threshold at the pump wavelength. The Z-scan studies are
traditionally carried out with single wavelength input and
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will have to be repeated for every wavelength of interest.
Some reports are available in the literature on broad-band
nonlinear optical responses of various materials by white
light continuum (WLC) Z-scan.13,19–23
The supercontinuum (SC) consists of wavelengths of
wide spectral range with high spatial coherence. The first
spectral broadening in crystals and glasses was observed by
Alfano and Shapiro in 1970 with the help of high power
picosecond pulses.24 Later on, the investigations of SC generation have been done in a wide range of nonlinear materials, including solids,25 organic and inorganic liquids,26,27
gases,28 and optical waveguides.29 Photonic crystal fiber
(PCF), a new class of optical waveguide, made possible to
generate the SC by injecting a kW peak power optical
pulses.29 In recent years, PCF filled with different media
have been found to show several advantages than the air
filled PCF.30,31 We have used continuum white light in our
Z-scan measurements. This method offers a couple of
advantages—enables us to obtain the nonlinear parameters
for all wavelengths in the visible band with single Z-scan
measurements and the simultaneous excitations by photons
of various wavelengths reduces the threshold for SA studies
at any wavelength in the band.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Characterization of fundamental mode-locked pulse

Figure 1(a) shows the spectral profile of mode-locked
pulses obtained from the Ti: Sapphire oscillator. The spectrum spanned from 750 nm to 790 nm with central wavelength at 772 nm. The full width at half maximum of the
mode-locked pulse is 8.3 nm. The temporal width of the
mode-locked pulse was measured by using a dispersion free
intensity autocorrelator.32 Labview program and photomultiplier tube (IP 28) were used for data collection. Figure 1(b)
gives the autocorrelation trace (symbols) and solid line corresponding to the Gaussian fit to the data. The estimated
actual pulse width (sp) is 90 fs.
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FIG. 1. Spectral (panel A) and temporal (Panel B) profiles of mode-locked
pulse. sp is the pulse width of the laser.

B. Supercontinuum generation

C. White light Z-scan experiment

The experimental setup for fs SC generation is
given in Figure 2. A fs Ti-sapphire (Tiþ3:Al2O3) oscillator
(TISSA100, CDP) at 772 nm centre wavelength with a repetition rate of 82 MHz and 500 mW average power was used
as a pump source. It was pumped with the second harmonic
of CW diode pumped neodymium yttrium vanadate
(Nd:YVO4) laser (Millennia Pro s-series). The combination
of a half wave plate and a thin film Brewster type polarizer
(Eksma Optics, 990-0071) was used for attenuation of the
input beam. A PCF (model SCG-800, New Port) was used to
generate the WLC. The objective lens (40) was used for
focusing the pump beam on to the crystal fibre, and another
lens (20) was used to collimate the WLC. The complete
spectral profile of WLC was recorded by using a fiber optic
spectrometer (Ocean Optics, HR2000, linear silicon CCD
array) for 400 nm–1100 nm wavelength ranges and IR spectrometer (IrSys, TQ-Systems GmbH, Si and InGaAs detectors) for 600 nm–1700 nm wavelength range. The optical
resolution of HR2000 spectrometer is 0.065 nm, while for IR
spectrometer it is 1 nm. The average output power of the fs
white light was 62 mW.

The broad band nonlinear optical response of IR26 was
measured by the open aperture Z-scan technique (Figure 2).
The WLC was used for exciting the sample after passing
through a chopper operating at 1 kHz. The chopper was
used for reducing the thermal effects in the sample. The
samples were taken in a 1 mm standard glass cell and
scanned in the focal plane of a lens of focal length 50 mm.
The transmitted light from the sample was collected by a
large aperture lens of focal length 200 mm at the far
field and was detected by a spectrometer (Ocean Optics,
HR2000). The spectra were recorded in steps of 0.5 mm of
the scan over the focal plane of the lens (L1). The whitelight spectrum with solvent alone was considered as the reference. The ratio of signal to reference spectrum gives the
transmittance of the samples.
III. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

For Gaussian input beam and under the low irradiance
limit, the variation in the intensity (I(k)) of the excited beam
within the nonlinear medium can be written as33

FIG. 2. Experimental layout for generation of fs SC and WL Z-scan. M1–4, are
the plane mirrors, BS1–4 are the beam
splitters, A1–4, are the apertures, VA is
the input beam intensity attenuator,
PCF is the photonic crystal fiber and
OL1–2 are the objective lenses, SC is
the supercontinuum, HR2000 is the
UV-Vis spectrometer and IR is IR spectrometer. C is the chopper, CC is the
chopper controller, L1–2 are the double
convex lenses, S is the sample, D is the
signal detector, and PC1–2 are the personal computers.
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FIG. 3. Femtosecond SC spectra (normalised to unity) from PCF at various
values of input power [(a) <10 mW, (b)
30 mW, (c) 170 mW, and (d) 266 mW]
recorded with HR2000 spectrometer.
The spectra (e) <10 mW, (f) 30 mW,
(g) 170 mW, and (h) 266 mW are
recorded with IR spectrometer.

dI ðkÞ
¼ a0 ðkÞI ðkÞ  bðkÞI 2 ðkÞ;
dz0

(1)

where a0(k) and b(k) are the linear and nonlinear absorption
coefficients at the excitation wavelength (k), respectively. z0
is the distance measured along the optical axis from the sample entrance plane. For the open aperture Z-scan case, the
normalized transmittance is given by34
T ðz; kÞ ¼

lnð1 þ q0 ðz; 0; kÞÞ
;
q0 ðz; 0; kÞ

where q0 ðz; 0; kÞ ¼ bðkÞI0 ðkÞLef f ðkÞ=ð1 þ x Þ with Leff (k) is
the effective path length at wavelength k and x (z=z0 ) is the
sample travelling distance (z) normalized to the Rayleigh
range (z0). For the simultaneous occurrence of SA and RSA
effects, the total intensity dependent nonlinear absorption
coefficient a(I) is given by34
a0
  þ bEf f I:
I
1þ
Is

TABLE I. Generated SC power and spectral range as function of input
pump power.

(2)

2

að I Þ ¼

The first term on the right-hand side corresponds to the SA
contribution while the second term to the RSA. Here, bEff is
the effective NLO coefficient with contributions from electronic absorption and thermal effects. The aðIÞ is related to
0
. All the terms in the
the b in Equation (2) by b ¼ aðIÞa
I
Equation (3) depend on the wavelength k.

(3)

Coupled power
(mW)
<10
10
30
70
110
170
230
266
322

Generated SC
power (mW)

Effective spectral
Range (nm)

…
…
4
12
24
36
48
57
62

746–795
723–820
600–926
555–1015
497–1110
483–1262
454–1646
455–1665
450–1673
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FIG. 4. Full SC spectrum (with y-scale
in log) generated from PCF recorded by
HR2000 spectrometer (curve (a)) and
IR spectrometer (curve (b)). The spectra
have been normalized at 663 nm. The
inset (bottom) shows the photo of the
white light spot and the inset (top) is
dispersed photo of the spot with the help
of a grating. Panel (b) gives the obtained
average SC power with respect to the
input power of fundamental beam.
Symbols are experimental data and solid
line is linear fit.

IV. RESULTS
A. fs supercontinuum

SC is a nonlinear optical phenomenon, in which a high
intensity ultra short laser pulse spectrally broadens over
several octaves on interacting with a nonlinear medium.
Several individuals or cumulative nonlinear optical processes, such as self phase modulation, stimulated Raman
scattering, and four-photon parametric mixing are responsible for the observation of this phenomena.35 The mechanism for SC generation mainly varies with the pulse width
of the pump laser.36,37
SC from PCF at various input powers recorded with the
two spectrometers is shown in Figure 3. Table I gives the
summary of the SC. The SC spectra from (a) ! (d) and
(e ! h) correspond to the lower to higher input coupling
powers recorded with HR200 and IR spectrometers, respectively. These spectra indicate a wide spectral range from
450 nm to 1673 nm. However, both spectra contain nonuniform intensity distribution throughout. The measured
average power of the SC at this condition is 62 mW corresponding to the input coupled powers of 322 mW. From
these figures, it is observed that the output of the PCF contains very weak residual of the fundamental wavelength. The
WLC has been used without further any filtration for Z-scan
measurements.

FIG. 5. Steady state absorption spectrum of IR 26 in 1,2-Dichloroethane.
The range between arrows indicates the portion of wavelengths used for WL
Z-scan.

The full spectra generated from the PCF recorded with
both the spectrometers are given in Figure 4(a). It can be
seen that under the experimental conditions, the SC range
of 450 to 1673 nm can be easily obtained. The inset-(i) of
panel A shows the photo of the visible spectral contents of
SC by dispersing it with the help of a grating. Bottom
inset-(ii) shows the corresponding white light spot. Panel B
indicates the net obtained average SC power with respect
to the input coupled power. A linear fit indicates that the
generated SC power is apparently proportional to the input

FIG. 6. Transmission spectra of IR26 at various sample position on the focal
plane of lens L1. The curves (a) and (b) are for 12 mm and 2 mm away from
the focus, respectively, while curve (c) corresponding to the sample position
at the focus.
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power up to about 300 mW. Nevertheless, it is to be noted
that with an increase in the pump power, the spectrum
broadens (see Fig. 3) and the detector response has to be
taken into account.
B. Broad band nonlinear optical response of dye

Figure 5 shows the steady state absorption spectrum of
dye IR 26 in 1, 2-Dichloroethane. The dye shows the maximum absorption (peak at 1072 nm) in the near IR region.
The entire spectrum spans from 260 nm to 1200 nm with
lower absorption in the visible region.
The white light transmission spectra for IR26 at near focus
and far away (a—1 mm and b—12 mm) from the focal points
are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the spectra differ distinctly at these positions. Especially at the focus, it changes
dramatically. It indicates the nonlinear absorption behaviour of
the sample. The OA Z-scan profiles of IR26 were obtained at
various wavelengths of excitations (Figure 7) by reconstructing
the variation in the signal spectrum. Symbols are the experimental data, and solid lines are the guiding line to the eye. The
profiles are exhibiting the saturable absorption (SA), reverse
saturable absorption (RSA), and the combination of SA and
RSA behaviour.

J. Appl. Phys. 121, 113107 (2017)

The SA effect was observed above 630 nm, while RSA
occurs below 530 nm. The combined effects have been
observed between 530 nm and 630 nm. The contributions of
SA and RSA effects depend on the intensity of excitation
wavelength of WLC and absorption spectrum of the dye.
The WLC shows higher intensities below the 550 nm. At
the identical experimental condition, the solvent does not
show any NLO effect.
At the pump wavelength of 772 nm, 2PA is possible provided that either (i) the photon density for degenerate-resonant
2PA is sufficiently high or (ii) the 2 step—non-degenerate 2PA
takes place in which one photon of the pump and the other of
SC below 630 nm is simultaneously present. In the present
experiment, the generated SC is weak even at the pump
wavelength, and thus, the 2PA transition has been shown for
the generalised case at higher pump energies. Near the pump
wavelength, the dye has enough single photon absorption
resulting in dominant SA effect.
V. DISCUSSIONS
A. Saturable absorption

Figure 7 shows that the nonlinear transmission spectrum
of the dye can be measured simultaneously for all wavelengths

FIG. 7. OA Z-scan profiles of IR26
extracted from WL Z-scan. Symbols
are experimental data and solid lines
are guiding to the eye.
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in the band with a single Z-scan measurement. Equally and
importantly, note that RSA at nonresonant wavelengths
(shorter than 580 nm) switches over to SA at resonant wavelengths (longer than 630 nm). SA is favoured when the excited
state has a relatively longer lifetime, leaving the ground state
depleted for further light absorption. However, the depletion
process often requires several GW/cm2 of intensity to achieve
excitation rate higher than the relaxation rate. In the present
case, the SA occurs at low intensity of 130 MW/cm2. Our
results show that the SA can be achieved by an additional process as well. When there are multiple levels available, a broadband input pump (nondegenerate) can simultaneously excite
many molecules, and thus, increasing the probability of emptying the ground state even at a lower intensity. The energy level
diagram for multiple wavelength excitations for observed low
saturation SA is shown in Figure 8.
The OA profile at 630 nm (Figure 7(e)) was fitted with
Equation (2). Here, the input intensity 0.13  1013 W/m2 considered for a range of wavelengths (610 nm–650 nm) is equal
to the spectral width of the pump pulses. The obtained values
of saturation intensity Is, b and imaginary part of the suscepð3Þ
tibility (vIm ) are 0.14  1012 (W/m2), 7.6  109 (m/W),
and 2.8  1018 (m2/V2), respectively.
B. Reverse saturable absorption
1. Electronic nonlinearity

The RSA effect can be explained based on the combined
effect of two photon absorption (2PA), excited state absorption (ESA), and thermo optical effects. The pulse width of
the laser is 90 fs with a repetition rate of 82 MHz providing a

J. Appl. Phys. 121, 113107 (2017)

delay time of 12.2 ns between the successive pulses. The
excited state lifetime of IR26 is 22 ps.38 It indicates that the
successive pulses will not create any excited state absorption; only at high input intensities the same pulse can send it
to higher states by either 2PA or ESA or by both the processes. For the wavelengths below 580 nm, the SA switches
to RSA.
A composite energy level diagram of IR26 is given in
Figure 8, to discuss the various factors that influence the low
saturation SA and effect of RSA. Here Sn (n ¼ 1,2,.) are singlet excited states, while So is the singlet ground state. r’s
corresponds to the absorption and emission cross-sections,
and IC depicts the internal conversion. The solvent relaxation time of 1,2-dichloroethane is the order of ps. Therefore,
within this time the molecules return to S1 nonradiatively
and further relax back to S0 radiatively as suggested by
Kasha.39
It is to be noted that the remaining pump light of the fs
laser (772 nm) will also carry molecules to the vibrational
manifold of S1. The effect of SA observed above 630 nm is
due to bleaching of the ground state by excitation to the S1
level. The RSA behaviour below 580 nm can be due to 2PA
and excited state absorption from S1 to higher energy levels.
Combined effect of SA and RSA is observed from 580 nm to
630 nm. This is due to bleaching of ground state by excitation to S2 level and excited state absorption from S1 to higher
energy levels.
2. Thermo-optical nonlinearity

Due to the high repetition rate of the laser, the thermo
optical effect also plays a major contribution to the
observed RSA effect.40 In our experiments, the thermal
effects are in the steady-state regime. The thermal rise
(srise) and relaxation (srelax) times for the solvent 1,2dichloroethane at 518 nm have been calculated by using the
following equations:
x0
;
Vs

(4)

x20 qCP
:
4K

(5)

srise ¼
srelax ¼

Here, Vs is the acoustic velocity, q, CP and K are the solvent
density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the solvent,
respectively, as given in Table II.
The estimated srise and srelax are 7.5 ns and 0.28 ms,
respectively. The repetition rate of the laser is much higher
than the 1/srelax. In this case, the stationary lens will be
formed. It can defocus the beam, or by self diffraction, the
TABLE II. Physical parameters of 1,2-dichloroethane.
Quantity
FIG. 8. Composite energy level diagram of IR26 to explain the possible
mechanisms for SA and RSA. r0 is the ground state absorption crosssection, re is the emission cross-section, rESA is the excited state absorption
cross-section, r2PA is the two photon absorption cross section and IC is the
internal conversion. Excitation by the remaining pump wavelength (772 nm)
helps in achieving broad band nonlinearity at low pump threshold. Dotted
horizontal line indicates the vibrational level corresponding to 772 nm.

Density (q)
Refractive index (n0)
Specific heat (CP)
Thermal conductivity (K)
Acoustic velocity (Vs)

Values

References

1253 (kg/m3)
1.4448
1.30  103 (J/kg K)
0.1317 (W/m K)
1272 (m/s)

41

42
43
41
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FIG. 9. CA Z-scan profile of IR 26 recorded at the fundamental wavelength
(772 nm).

intensity at the detector position can be reduced leading to
the effect of optical limiting. Closed aperture Z-scan profile
of IR26 excited at fundamental wavelength alone is shown
in Figure 9. The profile shows a peak followed by a valley
indicating the self-defocusing nature of the sample. The
RSA profile at 518 nm was fitted with Equation (3). The estið3Þ
mated bEff and vIm are 2.7  108 (m/W) and 8.3  1018
2
2
(m /V ), respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

nJ pulses of Ti: Sapphire oscillator have been used to
generate SC from a PCF by pumping at 772 nm. The SC
spectrum consists of wavelengths from 450 nm to 1700 nm.
We have carried out the Z-scan experiments with broad band
femtosecond white light pump. The broad band enables us to
obtain the nonlinear parameters for all wavelengths in the
visible band with a single Z-scan measurement, and the
simultaneous excitations by photons of various wavelengths
reduce the threshold for SA studies at a wavelength in the
band. Further, we observed switching of RSA to SA behavior
for longer wavelengths for the same input intensity. A comparison with the existing literature10 confirms the RSA
behavior at 532 nm under ps excitation.
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